Mechanistic study on hydrodynamics in the mini-scale biphasic dissolution model and its influence on in vitro dissolution and partitioning.
Biphasic dissolution models were proposed to provide good predictive power for in vivo absorption kinetics. However, up to date the impact of hydrodynamics in mini-scale models are not well understood. Consequently, the aim of this work was to investigate different setups of a previously published mini-scale biphasic dissolution model (miBIdi-pH-II) to better understand the relevance of hydrodynamics for evaluating kinetic parameters and to simultaneously increase the robustness of the experimental model. As a first step, the hydrodynamics within the aqueous phase were characterized by in silico simulations of the flow patterns. Different settings, such as higher rotation speeds of the paddles, the implementation of a second propeller into the aqueous phase, and different shapes of aqueous stirrers were investigated. Second, to evaluate the results of the in silico simulations, in vitro experiments with glitter were carried out. Last, the same settings were applied in the miBIdi-pH-II using dipyridamole (DPD) as model compound to estimate kinetic parameters by applying a compartment-based modelling approach. Both in vitro experiments with glitter or DPD demonstrated the adequateness of the previous in silico hydrodynamic simulations. The use of higher rotation speeds and a second aqueous propeller resulted in more homogeneous mixing of the aqueous phase. This resulted in faster distribution of dissolved active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) into the octanol phase. A kinetic model was successfully applied to quantify the influence of hydrodynamics on the partitioning rate of the API into the octanol phase. In conclusion, the combination of in silico and in vitro methods was demonstrated to be powerful for investigating the flow patterns within the miBIdi-pH-II. A comprehensive understanding of the hydrodynamics and the respective influence on the dissolution and apparent partitioning into the octanol phase in the biphasic dissolution model was obtained and completed by using a compartmental kinetic model. This model allowed successful quantification of how the hydrodynamics influence the partitioning of API into the octanol phase.